FIXTURE SUPPORTS

INSTALLATION, OPERATION & MAINTENANCE

311-XB
Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier (1,000 Lb. Load RaƟng)
Regularly Furnished: Horizontal water closet carrier with floor mounted foot support, rear anchor, 7” ABS coupling, & adjustable
faceplate.

Faceplate to feet
mounƟng from the side is
easily accessible

PlasƟc washers protect
fixture finish

Zinc plated fixture support
hardware
Fiƫng gasket with raised beads on both
sides provides a posiƟve waterƟght seal
between fiƫng and faceplate
(Obscured from View)
All single carriers provided
with rear anchor foot
(obscured from view)

Chrome plated fixture
nuts with integral wide
flange

ABS plasƟc coupling
with integral flange
with o-ring seal

Support feet with anchor
slots

Bowl Saver Nut / Washer

Auxiliary support feet with anchor slots

Carrier fiƫngs available in 3” or 4”
pipe sizes (Special ApplicaƟon
Fiƫngs are available)
Right Hand, LeŌ Hand or Double

Removable lugs for various rough-in heights
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier (1,000 Lb. Load RaƟng)

Model

Wt. Lbs.

311-CL4-HD *
311-CR4-HD *
311-CD4-HD *
311-NL3-HD
311-NR3-HD
311-ND3-HD
311-NL4-HD
311-NR4-HD
311-ND4-HD

90.1
90.1
150.5
83.1
83.1
140.2
88.1
88.1
145.2
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Style

ConnecƟon
Type

LeŌ
Right Hub/Spigot
Double
LeŌ
Right
Double
No-Hub
LeŌ
Right
Double

A

B

6-1/2”

11-3/8”

6”

10-3/8”

6-1/2”

11-3/8”

C

13”
13”
13”

Dimensions
D

E

F

G

4”

17”

8-1/2”

8”

2-3/8”

14”

6-1/8”

6-1/4”
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
Installation
1. Lay out all closet carrier fittings on floor.
To obtain spacing, place the proper
lengths of pipe between adjoining fittings.
2. Lift Lengths of pipe into place between
the carrier fittings and make up joints with
couplings (by others). Make sure all
faces of fittings are parallel.

STEPS 1 & 2

3. Roll entire assembly of connected carrier
fittings and pipe 180° so that the flange
faces are up.
4. Place faceplate gaskets onto each fitting,
insuring the gasket lugs contact the
oblong opening side walls.

STEPS 3 & 4

5. Establish faceplate rough-in height and
remove the proper lugs on the bottom of
the faceplate. Adjust feet to align the
bottom of each foot parallel with the
bottom of the faceplate.
6. Install faceplates onto the fittings, making
certain to hand-tighten the four bolts.
7. Beginning with the first fitting which will
be furthest from the stack fitting locate
the 4” threaded opening on the faceplate
to coincide with the top of the oblong
waterway opening in the fitting. Tighten
bolts with wrench alternating between
bolts uniformly until gasket is sufficiently
compressed.

STEPS 5-8

8. The openings on successive faceplates
should be located on adjacent fittings at
successively lower positions to maintain
proper drainage pitch.
9. Roll entire assembly 90° forward onto
feet, move into position, level, align and
make stack connection. Make sure all
closet outlets are in correct position and
have proper drainage pitch. Secure feet
to floor structure with 1/2” anchors (by
others).

STEPS 9-10

10. If single carrier fittings are utilized, install
the rear anchor foot assemblies and
anchor to the floor structure with 1/2”
anchors.
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
11. Install fixture support studs and backup nuts into four 5/8-11NC threaded
holes on faceplate. Tighten back-up
nuts snugly against faceplate face.
Sleeves are provided to protect the
threaded studs.
12. Install rod support feet as close as
possible to the anticipated finished
wall using the flat washers and hex
jam nuts—Tighten the nuts on both
sides of the rod support feet. Anchor
the feet with 1/2” anchors.
13. Coupling installation—Make sure the
faceplate face is clean and free of
debris. Insert O-Ring seal over
threaded end of the coupling and
lubricate with white petroleum jelly
provided. Screw coupling into the 4”
threaded boss on the front of the
faceplate until the o-ring is sufficiently
compressed.

STEPS 11-12

14. It is recommended that a sleeve be
placed over the coupling, as this will
keep mortar or joint compound from
locking the coupling to the wall should
the coupling need to be removed.

STEPS 13-14

O-Ring

Integral Test Cap

Standard Coupling
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
15. After the finish wall is completed,
place three back-up nuts and washers
onto the top two and one bottom
threaded stud 1/16” from finished wall.
Install the Bowl Saver Nut on the other
bottom threaded stud.

IllustraƟon A

16. Cut the threaded studs per Dimension
‘E’ shown in Illustration A.
17. Cut coupling per Dimension ‘D’ shown
in illustration A.
18. Fixture can be installed using the
provided chrome plated hex cap nuts
and plastic washers.

Formula for Dimension ‘D’
(Distance the closet coupling should extend beyond the finished wall)

D = Y + 1/16 - 1/2
Formula for Dimension ‘E’
(Distance the fixture support studs should extend beyond finished wall)

E = X + 1/16 + 5/8

Bowl Saver Nut is provided to eliminate fixture flange
damage. AŌer three of the fixture nuts are Ɵghtened,
use a nail or punch to screw the bowl saver nut into
contact with the back of the fixture flange, then install
the remaining chrome plated fixture nut and plasƟc
washer.

Y = Depth of Recess of the Fixture Horn
X = Thickness of Fixture Wall Flange
1/16” = Distance Fixture Should Be Located From Finished Wall
(This allows for a bead of flexible sealant around the fixture flange)
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
19. When installed correctly, the fixture will be supported by the carrier system only—the fixture should not contact the
finished wall.

Bowl Saver Nut
Back-Up Nuts and Washers

Chrome Plated Cap Nuts
and PlasƟc Washers
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Neoprene Bowl Gasket
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FIXTURE SUPPORTS
311-XB Adjustable Horizontal Water Closet Carrier
20. Apply a flexible sealant around the perimeter of the fixture adjacent to the wall.

Apply Flexible Sealant
Around Perimeter
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